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Background. In a companion article, the authors
describe the Subjective Numeracy Scale (SNS), a selfassessment of numerical aptitude and preferences for
numbers that correlates strongly with objective numeracy. Objective. The objective of this article is to validate
the Subjective Numeracy Scale using measures of subjects’ capacity to recall and comprehend complex risk
statistics and to complete utility elicitations. Research
Design. The study is composed of 3 general public surveys: 2 administered via the Web and 1 by paper and
pencil. Subjects. Studies 1 and 3 surveyed 862 and 1234
people, respectively, recruited via a nationwide commercial Internet survey panel. Study 2 involved 245 people
who completed paper-and-pencil surveys in a Veterans
Administration hospital. Measures. The authors tested
whether one’s score on the SNS predicted the likelihood
of correct recall and interpretation of risk information

(studies 1 and 2A) or the likelihood of effectively completing a time tradeoff or person-tradeoff utility elicitation (studies 2B and 3). In Studies 1 and 2, the authors
also tested whether an objective test of quantitative ability would predict performance. Results. In all studies,
survey participants with higher SNS scores performed
significantly better than other respondents. The predictive ability of the SNS approached that observed for
objective numeracy. Conclusions. The SNS effectively
predicts both risk comprehension and completion of utility elicitations without requiring survey participants to
complete time-consuming and stress-inducing mathematics tests. The authors encourage the use of the
SNS in a variety of health services research contexts.
Key words: numeracy; risk communication; decision
making; literacy; utility measurement. (Med Decis Making 2007;27:663–671)
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correlated with the most commonly used numeracy
measure.
We report the results of 3 studies that test the predictive validity of the SNS. Specifically, Study 1
tested individuals’ ability to correctly recall risk
information presented textually (as in previous
numeracy research2) as well as visually in pictographs (image matrices).3 Study 2 (part of study 2 of
our development article1) had 2 parts: Study 2A
extended our inquiry into numeracy effects in risk
communication by assessing individuals’ ability to
comprehend and interpret risk statistics presented
in a survival curve format. Study 2B tested whether
subjective numeracy would predict the ability of
survey respondents to complete and provide internally consistent information in a paper-and-pencil
time-tradeoff (TTO) utility elicitation task, a task

he Subjective Numeracy Scale (SNS) is a selfreport measure of perceived ability to perform
various mathematical tasks and preference for the
use of numerical versus prose information.1 The 8item scale contains no mathematics questions and
has no correct or incorrect answers. Instead, it consists of 4 questions asking respondents to assess
their numerical ability in different contexts and 4
questions asking them to state their preferences for
the presentation of numerical and probabilistic
information. Because the SNS measures perceptions
of quantitative ability rather than the ability itself, we
expected it to serve as a valuable, but imperfect, proxy
for tests of objective numeracy. Our companion article1 shows that the SNS is both reliable and highly
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previously shown to be correlated with scores on
objective numeracy measures.4 Studies 1 and 2 also
included measures of objective numeracy, enabling
some discussion of comparative validity. Study 3
then extended the numeracy literature by examining
the association between SNS scores and completion
rates for an Internet-administered person-tradeoff
(PTO) utility task.
STUDY 1: RECALL OF PICTOGRAPHS
AND TEXTUAL RISK INFORMATION
The goal of study 1 was to demonstrate the potential of subjective numeracy measures to predict the
ability to comprehend statistical health information.
To do so, we included a subset of the subjective
numeracy questions as part of an ongoing research
project evaluating the use of pictographs (image
matrices) as risk communication tools.
Methods
Study 1’s primary between-subjects manipulation
compared recall of risk information presented in
text form only versus in text plus pictographs. Study
1 also tested whether a respondent’s numeracy was
associated with his or her ability to comprehend the
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presented statistics. We recruited participants through
an Internet survey panel maintained by Survey Sampling International (the Survey Spot Internet panel).
This panel is made up of more than 1 million unique
member households, recruited via random-digit dialing, banner ads, and other opt-in techniques. The sample was stratified to mirror the U.S. census population
based on age, gender, race, education level, and
income. Upon completion of the survey, participants
were entered into a drawing for cash prizes of up to
$10,000. This research design and recruitment method
received Institutional Review Board approval, as did
each of the subsequent studies.
At the beginning of the study, each participant
answered questions 1 through 3 and 5 and 6 of the
8-item SNS (see table 2 in our companion article1).
Only a subset of the SNS questions, here referred to
as the 5-item abbreviated SNS, was used because
this study was completed while the development of
the SNS was still ongoing. As per the methodology
used in our companion article,1 we used an imputed
SNS score, equal to the average rating across all SNS
items answered, for all subjects who had missing
data yet completed more than half of the SNS question items.
In the next section, participants received information about 2 treatments for angina (coronary bypass
surgery and balloon angioplasty) presented either
in text form or in text plus pictograph form. The provided information included 3 sets of statistics about
each treatment: the likelihood of reducing chest
pain, the probability of serious complications, and
the likelihood that the patient would require an
additional procedure within the next 3 years. In
the text conditions, each probability was included
in the textual description (e.g., ‘‘About 54 out of
100 people who have BALLOON ANGIOPLASTY
will need another procedure within 3 years’’). In
the pictograph conditions, each key probability was
also shown visually in a 5 × 20 matrix of small
figures.
After some filler tasks (which were long enough to
discourage returning to the probability data), participants were then posed 2 types of recall questions.
Regardless of whether they saw risk information
in text or pictographs, all participants were asked 4
questions that required them to recall exact numerical risk information (verbatim recall) about 2 of the
3 sets of risk statistics provided. For example, some
participants were asked to recall the number of
patients out of 100 receiving bypass surgery who
would experience significant pain relief. All verbatim
recall questions used the same ‘‘___ out of 100’’
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response scale. Participants were also asked 3 gist
recall questions, which required them only to be able
to identify which treatment was better on a given
dimension. For example, one gist question asked,
‘‘After which treatment would a patient be more
likely to experience a serious complication?’’ Outcomes were then coded as binary correct/incorrect
answers, with verbatim recall required to be exact to
be coded as correct.
Finally, respondents completed 10 objective
numeracy questions at the end of the study. Nine of
the questions were worded exactly as in the Lipkus
and others5 measure, and the 10th was an adaptation of another question from the measure.∗ We calculated an objective numeracy score by counting the
number of questions answered correctly, yielding a
scale ranging from 0 to 10. Following the methodology of Lipkus and others, objective numeracy scores
were calculated considering questions with missing
data to have been answered incorrectly (as long as
the respondent answered any questions at all).
Data analysis. We used a logistic regression framework to analyze the association of numeracy with
recall of risk information, analyzing respondents
who were asked to recall textual risk information
separately from those asked to recall risk statistics
presented in a pictograph format. For both groups,
we created a long-format data set, with 1 record for
each recall question asked to each survey participant.
A single dependent variable indicated whether that
particular respondent answered a question correctly
or incorrectly. We then ran 2 logistic regressions (1
each for recall of text and pictographs) in STATA 8,6
including all records corresponding to the 6 possible
verbatim recall questions. Each regression included
the participants’ average score on the abbreviated
SNS as well as a set of question-specific binary variables to identify which question was being answered
and control for differences in question difficulty.
(Question by SNS interaction terms were omitted
after initial models found no significant overall interaction, and the linearity of SNS in the models was
examined and confirmed using graphical methods.)
In addition, we standardized all reported odds ratios
(ORStd = exp[b∗ SDNumeracy]) to show the change in
odds due to a 1-standard-deviation change in numeracy score, and we used STATA’s cluster option to
∗

The 3rd question in the Lipkus and others scale reads, ‘‘In the Acme
Publishing Sweepstakes, the chance of winning a car is 1 in 1000.
What percentage of tickets to Acme Publishing Sweepstakes win a
car?’’ As a result of a programming error, the question was modified to
have the chance of winning the car to be 1 in 100.
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obtain Huber/White robust standard errors and also
account for the clustering caused by the multiple
observations from each study participant. We ran
similarly structured regressions using our gist recall
questions as the dependent variable to test whether
the abbreviated SNS would predict qualitative recall
of the risk information. In addition, we ran supplemental analyses using only (partially complete) subscales (i.e., the 3 ability questions or the 2 preference
questions) to confirm that both types of questions
independently contribute to the predictive power of
the SNS. Finally, we repeated the main analyses,
substituting objective numeracy scores for the SNS.
Results
A total of 6306 people were invited to participate,
and 996 participants began the survey, for a response
rate of 15.8%. Of those who began the survey, 862
(87%) completed both a majority of the 5-item abbreviated SNS questions and at least 1 of the verbatim
or gist recall questions and so were included in the
SNS analyses. By a similar criterion, a total of 829
respondents were included in the objective numeracy analyses. Most (58%) respondents were female,
and the average reported age was 49 years, with a
range of 18 to 85 years. Education varied substantially among participants, with 34% holding a
bachelor’s degree or higher but also 15% reporting
no education beyond high school. The distribution
of SNS scores was roughly normal (with spikes at
round number answers 3 and 5). The median SNS
composite rating was 4.2 on a scale ranging from 1 to
6; 25th and 75th percentiles were 3.2 and 4.8,
respectively.
Respondents correctly recalled certain types of
risk information more often than others. Not surprisingly, gist recall was better than verbatim recall. For
example, of the respondents who were asked
whether they were more likely to need another procedure after angioplasty or after surgery, 73% correctly replied angioplasty. However, the accuracy of
verbatim recall of the specific statistics regarding the
need for another procedure was much lower (24%
for angioplasty, 19% for surgery). Overall, accuracy
rates varied from 19% to 54% for the verbatim recall
questions and from 45% to 82% for the gist recall
questions.
The 1st section of Table 1 presents the odds ratios
of correct recall, P values, and c-index values derived
from the logistic regression analyses. Note that all
odds ratios reported in Table 1 are standardized to
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Table 1

Logistic Regression Results Showing the Effect of Higher Subjective Numeracy Scale
and Objective Numeracy Scores on Various Performance Measures
Subjective Numeracy Scale

Study 1 (N = 862)c,d
Verbatim recall of
Textual risk information
Pictograph risk information
Gist recall of
Textual risk information
Pictograph risk information
Study 2A (N = 102)d
Correct interpretation of survival curves
Study 2B (N = 143)
Provide useable time-tradeoff values
Study 3 (N = 1234)
Complete 3 internet-administered
person-tradeoff utility elicitations

Objective Numeracy

Standardized
Odds Ratioa

P Value

c-Indexb

Standardized
Odds Ratioa

P Value

c-Indexb

1.48
1.38

< 0.001
< 0.001

0.695
0.687

1.54
1.51

< 0.001
< 0.001

0.699
0.704

1.59
1.51

< 0.001
< 0.001

0.751
0.738

1.89
1.76

< 0.001
< 0.001

0.773
0.758

1.81

< 0.001

0.707

1.99

< 0.001

0.720

1.70

0.004

0.651

1.97

< 0.001

0.677

1.31

< 0.001

0.577

—

—

—

a. To facilitate comparison across scales, odds ratios have been standardized to show the effect of a 1-standard-deviation increase in Subjective Numeracy Scale or objective numeracy scores.
b. The c-index represents the total area under the receiver-operating characteristic curve.
c. Study 1 used a 5-item abbreviated scale instead of the full 8-item Subjective Numeracy Scale and a modified 10-question version instead of the full
11-item objective numeracy questionnaire of Lipkus and others.5 See text for details.
d. Repeated-measure regressions in studies 1 and 2A included a record for each relevant question response while controlling for question item difficulty
and clustering by respondent.

facilitate comparisons between numeracy scales. As
shown in the set of columns on the left, in each case,
rating oneself higher on the 5 questions drawn from
the SNS was significantly associated with increased
odds of accurate gist and verbatim recall for risk information presented textually or in pictographs.
Because it is difficult to interpret odds ratios
when applied to nonbinary variables (such as our
SNS scores), to illustrate the magnitude of the association, we also divided our sample into tertiles
based on their average 5-item SNS ratings and compared the observed differences in the likelihood of
giving a correct answer (for both gist and verbatim
recall tasks) between the tertiles with the highest
and lowest 5-item SNS scores. For gist recall, the
lowest difference in correct answer rates was 11.7%
(82.3% of participants in the highest tertile correctly
recalled from pictographs which treatment reduced
the need for an additional procedure the most v.
70.6% of the lowest tertile). The largest observed
difference was a 26.4% difference in the percentage
of respondents correctly recalling from text statistics
which treatment was more likely to reduce pain.
For the 12 verbatim recall questions, the average difference in the percentage of questions answered
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correctly was 17.4%, with 11 of the 12 questions in
the range of 8.4% to 29.9% and 1 outlier question
showing no effect (difference: –1.5%). Regressions
using abbreviated SNS subscales showed strong predictive power for both the self-reported ability and
self-reported preference subscales and distinct independent predictive power for each when both are
included yet weaker overall power than a single
composite. These results confirm our use of the full
aggregate rating scale for our primary analyses.
The columns on the right in Table 1 show the corresponding logistic regression results for our abbreviated objective numeracy measure. As with the
abbreviated SNS, objective numeracy is significantly
associated with the odds of correct recall of risk
information presented either textually or in pictographs. The standardized odds ratios and c-index
values reported here suggest that objective numeracy measures might have slightly higher predictive
power than SNS questions in this type of task, especially for gist recall. Some of this possible difference
in predictive power, however, could be due to the
fact that study 1 used only the 5-item abbreviated
SNS instead of the full 8-item measure. Further
research is clearly warranted.
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STUDY 2: INTERPRETATION OF SURVIVAL
CURVE GRAPHICS AND ABILITY TO COMPLETE
TTO UTILITY ELICITATIONS
In study 1, a subset of the questions in the SNS
proved to have high discriminatory power, effectively
identifying those individuals whose poor quantitative
skills limit their ability to recall textual and pictograph risk communications. The goal of study 2
(which was part of study 2 of the SNS development
article1) was to extend this finding to 2 domains. With
approximately half of our study participants (study
2A), we tested whether the complete SNS would predict the ability to correctly interpret risk information
presented in a survival curve format. Survival graphs
have been used with mixed success in patient risk
communications in situations in which health risks
extend or vary over time,7–12 and differences in
numeracy might account for some of the observed
problems. With the remaining participants (study
2B), we assessed whether the SNS could identify
those individuals who either cannot or choose not to
complete a paper-and-pencil TTO utility elicitation.
The TTO is one of the most commonly used methods
to elicit people’s preferences (utilities) for different
health states,13 which are key inputs to costeffectiveness analyses in the health sector.14,15 Previous research has demonstrated a link between
objective numeracy and the ability to effectively complete TTO tasks,4 a result we hoped to replicate.
Overall Methods
Each participant first completed the full SNS
instrument, the full 11-item Lipkus and others’5
objective numeracy measure, and an unrelated set of
filler questions on the respondent’s current health.
Study participants were then randomized to receive
either the survival curve comprehension task or the
TTO task.
We used the same methods as in study 1 to create
SNS and objective numeracy scores, with the exception that the objective numeracy scores varied from
0 to 11 because of the additional question. We again
used logistic regression analyses to test the association of these scores to respondent performance. The
specific methods and results for each substudy are
described separately below.
Sample
A total of 309 people, recruited from waiting
rooms at a Veterans Administration hospital, agreed
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to complete our survey (155 respondents in study
2A and 154 in study 2B). However, because of the
length of the survey and time limits during subject
recruitment, some subjects were unable to complete
the full instrument. In fact, missing data problems
prevented our use of nested-model analyses because
too few people completed both the SNS and the
objective numeracy measure. In total, 245 people
both completed more than half of the SNS questions
(our criterion for inclusion in the analysis) and
either answered 1 or more of the survival curve comprehension questions (for those in study 2A) or had
continued to answer survey questions (including
filler tasks) until the start of the TTO elicitation
section (study 2B). A complete discussion of the
sample demographics of study 2 is presented in our
companion article,1 but we note, in particular, that
the respondents’ mean age was 58 years (range,
19–85) and that only 18% had a bachelor’s or higher
degree of education. SNS scores were again roughly
normally distributed: The median SNS score was
4.13, with a 25th percentile value of 3.38 and a 75th
percentile value of 4.88.
Study 2A: Survival Curves
Methods
The key section of the study 2A was a brief vignette describing a hypothetical disease that could
be treated with 2 different drugs. The vignette asked
respondents to imagine that 100 patients had been
treated with pill A and 100 other patients with pill
B. A survival graph showed how many patients out
of each set would remain alive at different points in
time for up to 50 years, and respondents answered a
series of questions based on this graph. The slopes
of the 2 survival curves varied over time, and
whereas pill A had higher rates of survival initially,
pill B had higher overall survival after 50 years.
Because it was easy for survey participants to
refer back to the survival graph in a paper-andpencil survey, our analysis focused on questions
that required comparisons and interpretations of the
outcomes data presented rather than recall of single
statistics. The 4 critical questions asked 1) in what
year the difference in total survival between pill A
and pill B was the largest, 2) in what year the number of people alive who took pill B became larger
than the number of people alive who took pill A, 3)
how many people taking pill B died between year 5
and year 15, and 4) which pill had the highest overall survival after 50 years.
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Data analysis. We used the same logistic regression
analysis framework as in study 1. We created a long
data set with 4 records for each respondent and then
ran a single regression to analyze all questions
simultaneously, using STATA’s cluster option to
obtain robust standard error estimates and adjust for
the clustering of answers by each respondent. Our
initial model tested for question by SNS score interactions, but as these were nonsignificant, we report
estimates from reduced models containing only SNS
or objective numeracy scores and indicator variables
to control for question difficulty.
Results
As shown in the study 2A row of Table 1, average
ratings on the SNS significantly predicted people’s
ability to correctly interpret our complex survival
graph. To clarify the size of the effect of higher versus lower numeracy scores, we again divided our
sample into 3 groups based on their average ratings
on the SNS questions and compared the percentage
answering each question correctly in the lowest and
highest tertiles. The differences in the percentage of
questions answered correctly were again large, ranging from 20% (73% of respondents in the highest
tertile correctly reported which drug resulted in the
highest overall survival after 50 years v. 53% in the
lowest tertile) to 31% (96% v. 65% correctly identified the year in which the difference in total survival
was the largest). Regressions that replaced the full
SNS with individual SNS subscales (i.e., the 4 ability items or the 4 preference items) again showed
strong and similarly sized individual associations,
supporting our use of the composite score. Thus, the
SNS appears to have high predictive value regarding
people’s ability to interpret and use complex risk
information presented in survival graphs.
Table 1 also displays the analogous regression
results for the Lipkus and others5 objective numeracy measure. As in study 1, objective numeracy was
significantly associated with task performance, again
to a slightly stronger degree than the SNS.
Study 2B: TTO Utility Elicitations
Methods
The TTO task consisted of 8 questions comparing
the respondent’s current health to perfect health.
The first 2 questions approached the tradeoff from
opposite extremes by asking participants to choose
between 10 additional years of life in their current
health followed by painless death and (Q1) 10
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additional years of life in perfect health followed
by death or (Q2) 1 month of perfect health followed
by death. Participants then completed 6 additional
questions, which started by comparing 10 years of
life in one’s current health to 9 years and 10 months
of life in perfect health and then progressively
decreased the amount of time that the individual
would be alive in perfect health to 9 years, 8 years, 7
years, 5 years, and 2 years, respectively. All tradeoffs were described both in text and using parallel
horizontal bars to visually represent the amount of
time under consideration.
Given the challenging nature of this task, we
sought to determine whether subjective numeracy
would predict whether survey participants would
provide complete and consistent TTO responses. We
labeled as consistent all participants who answered
sufficient questions to isolate how much time they
were willing to give up (if any) and whose responses
were not contradictory. For example, an individual
reporting that he would choose 10 years of life in his
current health over 9 years of life in perfect health
yet on the next question reporting that he would prefer 8 years of life in perfect health over 10 years of
life in his current health would have been labeled as
inconsistent. We used a logistic regression to assess
the relationship between respondents’ SNS scores
and whether or not they provided consistent TTO
responses.
Results
The literature on paper-and-pencil utility elicitations suggests that such tasks are very challenging,
and ours proved to be no different. Only 51% of
our subjects provided responses that yielded a
consistent TTO result. We observed a clear association between numeracy and TTO performance, as
demonstrated by the significant odds ratios observed
for both the SNS and the Lipkus and others5 objective numeracy measure reported in the 3rd section
of Table 1. To make this result more intuitive, note
that only 39% of respondents scoring themselves in
the lowest tertile of SNS scores provided useable
TTO values. However, 69% of respondents in the
highest tertile of SNS ratings did so. A comparison
of the standardized odds ratios suggests that both the
SNS and the objective numeracy measure had similar degrees of association with TTO performance.
We thus confirm that both the SNS and the Lipkus and others5 objective numeracy measure predict
the ability to complete TTO utility elicitations accurately. Of the 2 SNS subscales, the perceived ability
subscale had the strongest independent relation to
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TTO performance (standardized odds ratio = 1.67 v.
1.48 for the preference subscale).
STUDY 3: WILLINGNESS TO MAKE
TRADEOFFS IN PTO UTILITY ELICITATIONS
Given our positive results in studies 1 and 2, we
sought to extend the literature on numeracy by testing for similar effects in an Internet-administered
PTO utility elicitation. To our knowledge, previous
research has not examined the effects of numeracy
on the successful completion of the PTO. Like the
TTO task, PTO elicitations quantify how people perceive the difference between 2 health states. However, instead of comparing different possible life
spans, PTO tasks involve comparing 2 populations
of people, and research has shown that people’s
responses to PTO questions are influenced by equity
and fairness considerations in ways that TTO tasks
generally are not.16–18 Specifically, in PTO elicitations, people are asked to estimate the relative benefits of different health improvements by equating 2
different populations of people, each with 1 of 2 conditions. For example, people might be asked how
many patients need to be cured of mild shortness of
breath to bring the same amount of benefit as curing
100 patients of severe shortness of breath.19–21 We
hypothesized that subjects with lower levels of
numeracy would be particularly challenged by the
type of thinking required for PTO elicitations, specifically, the generation of relative ratios. Because
the computerized elicitation prevented inconsistent
answers (our dependent variable in study 2B), participants’ difficulty or frustration with the task would
most likely manifest itself in increases in the likelihood of dropout from the survey.
Methods
In this study, participants were first asked to complete the full SNS and then to complete a series of 3
PTO elicitations. Each subject imagined that he or
she was the executive director of a health care organization allocating funds to groups of patients with
different severities of shortness of breath (SOB).
Each participant compared 3 combinations of SOB
(severe v. mild, severe v. moderate, moderate v.
mild), with the order varied randomly. For example,
one of the elicitations asked subjects to choose
between 2 treatment programs that cured the same
number of patients, one that cured patients whose
SOB was so severe that they had difficulty walking
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from the bedroom to the bathroom, and another that
cured patients with more moderate SOB (e.g., SOB
occurring if they walked a city block). For subjects
who chose the treatment program that cured severe
SOB, we prompted for an indifference point by asking how many patients would have to be cured of
moderate SOB to make that program seem equally
good as a treatment program that cured 100 patients
of severe SOB. This methodology was approved by
the Institutional Review Board.
We again used a simple logistic regression to test
whether respondents’ SNS ratings affected their
willingness and/or ability to complete the PTO tasks
and assessed effect size by calculating the percentage of respondents in the lowest and highest tertile
of SNS scores who completed all 3 PTO elicitations.
Results
We recruited survey participants for this study
using a new, demographically balanced sample
drawn from the same commercially administered
Internet panel used in study 1. E-mail invitations
were sent to 10,966 individuals, and 1270 (a 12%
response rate) clicked on the provided link to access
the experimental Web site. Of these, 1234 completed most of the SNS questions and proceeded to
the PTO elicitation section of the survey. The SNS
scores were approximately normally distributed,
with a median score of 4.5, 25th percentile at 3.75,
and 75th percentile at 5.13.
Because participants who dropped out of the survey before completion did not answer demographics
questions, it is impossible to know whether the
dropouts differed from survey completers in other
important ways. However, it is worth noting that the
individuals who did complete the PTO task had a
broad range of demographic characteristics. The
average age of completers was 42 years, with a range
of 18 to 88 years. About 57% of completers were
female, with 16% having only a high school education or less but 34% with a bachelor’s degree or
higher. Slightly less than 19% identified themselves
as belonging to a racial or ethnic minority.
Respondents’ scores on the SNS were significantly
associated with their willingness and/or ability to
complete all 3 PTO tasks included in this study, as
demonstrated by the regression results reported in
the last section of Table 1. When we reran the analysis using the SNS subscales, the preference subscale
had the stronger individual association with task
completion (standardized odds ratio = 1:33 v. 1.21
for the ability subscale). To assess the magnitude of
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the numeracy effect, we again broke our sample into
3 groups based on SNS scores and compared the lowest and highest groups. Whereas only 73% of participants scoring in the lowest tertile of the SNS score
distribution were able to complete this utility elicitation task, this percentage increased to 84% for those
scoring in the highest tertile. Similarly significant
patterns were observed when we relaxed the criterion to identify those participants completing 2 PTO
tasks instead of all 3.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Survey participants’ responses to the questions
on the SNS, a self-assessment of both numerical aptitude and preferences for numerical information, are
significantly related to performance on numerical
information–processing tasks relevant to medical
decision making. Individuals with low numeracy
levels (as measured by both the SNS and the objective numeracy measure) are less likely to 1) recall
risk information presented textually or in pictographs, 2) comprehend risk information displayed in
survival curves, and 3) effectively complete utility
elicitation measures.
It is important to note that in addition to having
significant predictive validity, the SNS offers several
qualitative improvements over existing objective
numeracy measures. As detailed in our companion
article,1 a survey that included the SNS was faster to
complete, evoked fewer negative reactions, and produced greater expressed willingness to participate in
further research than a survey that contained the
objective numeracy questions of Lipkus and others.5
The SNS consists of questions addressing both perceived ability and preferences for numeric information, subscales that were shown to be relevant in our
studies. Furthermore, because the SNS records subjective perceptions rather than accuracy on specific
tasks, the SNS both has lower missing data rates and
should be less sensitive to potential biases caused by
missing data.
Although it was neither our intent nor our expectation that the SNS would match objective tests of
numerical ability, the SNS did hold up reasonably
well compared with an established objective numeracy measure. Mathematics tests, such as the standard
objective numeracy questions, assess one’s ability to
do a specific task. Our self-perceptions of skill are
necessarily 1 step removed from aptitude. Nevertheless, it seems clear that the SNS significantly predicts
the same behaviors as objective numeracy measures
do. Just how equivalent the SNS and objective
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numeracy measures will be in a particular application is, of course, context dependent. Similarly, the
minimum SNS score required to predict satisfactory
performance is likely to vary from situation to situation. Still, we believe that the SNS can effectively
proxy for objective numeracy measures in many circumstances, reducing respondent burden while
maintaining significant predictive validity.
Several factors limit the strength of our conclusions. The fact that study 1 used only 5 of the 8 SNS
questions makes it difficult to compare its results
with others and likely reduced its predictive power
versus objective numeracy. Although we did stratify
the e-mail invitation lists for studies 1 and 3 to
mirror the U.S. census population with respect to
age, gender, and income, these studies’ low initial
response rates could affect the generalizability
of their conclusions to other contexts. Still, our
response rates, while low by mailed survey standards, are similar to those obtained in other Internet-based surveys that use opt-in panels.22 Studies
2A and 2B used participants recruited from Veterans Administration hospital waiting rooms—again,
a particular sample whose unique characteristics
(e.g., lower education) might possibly have influenced our results and hence limit their generalizability. In particular, those people who declined to
participate or failed to complete the surveys might
have had different levels of numeracy than those
who did participate, and their absence could have
increased or decreased the predictive power of the
SNS. Still, despite whatever sample peculiarities
might have existed, we found similar effects of selfreported numeracy in each study.
We believe that the SNS is an important research
tool for anyone studying risk communication, utility
elicitations, and other similar situations in which
quantitative aptitude is an essential task component. It represents a different tradeoff in terms of
usability versus descriptive precision than is offered
by currently available numeracy measures. Objective numeracy measures are likely to yield somewhat higher predictive power in some contexts and
may thus be necessary for certain applications. In
many cases, however, the extra time required and
subject irritation caused by mathematics tests may
more than offset their slightly increased statistical
efficacy. However, regardless of which method is
selected, it is clear that measuring numerical facility
can significantly further our understanding of
patients’ medical decision making, and we encourage broader adoption of numeracy measures in
health services research.

VALIDATION OF THE SUBJECTIVE NUMERACY SCALE
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